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Thanks to the organizers for inviting me

Questions for this talk:

• How to combine the study of charm quarks production (one topic of 
workshop)

• With Baryon stopping (another topic)

• And the QCD/nuclear matter equation of state?

• And the goal of CBM@FAIR anyway.

Charm Sub-threshold



The CBM problem

• CBM claims reaction rates up to 10 MHz.

• Even if we assume much less… 1 Million events per second is a lot

• Most observables will have very low statistical error within hours of 
operation.

• Good argument to look for exotic object.

• What else to do with all that event-rate?



There are some interesting questions for low beam energy charm physics





How does particle production work at SIS18/100?

• I do not consider „thermal production“ as a valid microscopic mechanism.



Microscopic models

Mainly



• Fi

Figure from Anton Motornenko

A. Motornenko, J. Steinheimer, V. Vovchenko, R. Stock and H. Stoecker, [arXiv:2104.06036 [hep-ph]].

• Light hadron production is fast and then tries to saturate
• Strange hadrons are produced mainly in ‘high’ energy 

collisions and just remain.

• Can we do a time dependent thermal fit? 
• Does it look thermal?



Thermal fit to UrQMD at SIS18
• Thermal fit works but gets two degenerate minima. 

(As in the data!)
• Fit quality is very good even early on: Apparent equilibrium
• Pseudo-trajectories can be extracted
• The rapid excitation and decay of very heavy (baryonic-)states 

mimics equilibration and is the main process of particle 
production.





Works for strange hadrons….

• Sub threshold phi production well described.



• Same for Xi. But here there is less data and no elementary cross 
section available.



What are the consequences?

In a nutshell:
• Softer EoS leads to higher compression leads to more secondary interaction
• Thus the larger probability to produce particles sub-threshold



Potentials in UrQMD

• UrQMD employs a QMD approach with a Skyrme-type mean field potential.

• The force that acts on a nucleon is calculated from the local interaction density 
which enters the two terms of the Skyrme potential.

• The parameters are partly fixed by demanding stable nuclear matter around 
saturation density.

• This leaves one free parameter which the controls the „stiffness“ of the EoS

• Note, this approach is rather rudimentary as it does not allow for any realistic high 
density EoS. 

• Right now: only proof of concept.



Densities reached at SIS100

• The densities reached in the 
SIS100 energy range depend 
strongly on the EoS.

• This will strongly influence 
whether we see deconfinement
or not.

• Here: What is the effect on 
charm?





• Charm needs some very high mass states

• Basically on the transition to a string

• However, convenient for associated production











What happens if we introduce nuclear potentials?



Charmed ratios



Charm production depends on the EoS

• As for strangeness production the probability to produce charm sub-
threshold depends on the maximal compression and thus on the EoS.

• This time the density is larger, so we can probe higher densities.

• On the other hand effects of deconfinement and chiral symmetry 
restauration have not been considered.

• That makes the whole situation more complicated/interesting

• If charm stays a relevant part of CBM physics, significant work ahead.



Suppression of J/Psi in nuclear medium.

• In p+A collisions we can study the absorption of J/Psi in nuclear matter.
• First we need some understanding of how that absorption can appear and 

what the cross section may be.





• Bachelor thesis of Thorben Finke, 2017











Summary
• Charm physics at CBM and SIS100 still has some potential

• Even probing the dense EoS may be possible

• Nuclear absorption can be large, even if the actual cross section of a 
formed J/Psi is small.

• Prospects of discovering the first charmed nucleus?

• Enjoy the afternoon!


